Abstract: On the basis of single metal-insulator-metal (MIM) ring resonator (RR) structure, which acts as a band-stopped filter, a dual RR (DRR) system is proposed to obtain the plasmon-induced transparency (PIT) effect. By rotating the second RR an angle, double PIT windows are achieved due to the dual interference effects, which are attributed to different excitation pathways from the first RR to the second RR. In addition, triple PIT peaks are also achieved by adding an extra inclined RR to the DRR system. Phase shifts, which will occur at each transparency window, are also achieved and analyzed. These compact MIM waveguide structures may be used in the highly integrated optical circuits for biochemical sensors optical signal processing, and optical data storage.
Introduction
According to the quantum interference in multi-level atomic systems, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), which shows great potential applications for optical data storage and biosensor, is first found and demonstrated in the atomic media [1] , [2] . However, the realization of the atomic EIT requires strict conditions, which quite limit its development and practical applications. Therefore, great efforts are made in the classical systems for realizing the EIT-like effect, such as the metamaterial-induced transparency [3] , [4] , phase-coupled plasmon-induced transparency [5] , coupled dielectric resonators [6] , [7] , and so on. It is worth pointing out that plasmonic induced transparency (PIT) effects are also widely studied in the subwavelength structures, since surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) trapped on the metal/insulator interface can break the classical diffraction limit and manipulate light in the nanoscale domain [8] - [10] . Among those plasmonic systems, metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide structures have attracted considerable attention due to the advantages of deep subwavelength confinement of light, which is preferred in the integrated photonics area [11] - [17] . Because they benefit from promising fabrication technologies, such as the lithography method, the focused ion beam (FIB) method, and the etching and template method [18] - [22] , increasingly more MIM waveguide structures are explored to obtain the analog of EIT effects. For example, PIT phenomena were theoretically predicted and experimentally demonstrated by adding single or multiple grooves on the opposite sides or the same side of a MIM waveguide [23] - [27] . Besides, the transparency window was also observed in the side-coupled MIM detuned Fabry-Perot (FP) resonators [28] - [32] , which could be a pair of cavities or single T-shaped resonator. However, there has been much research on the multi-level EIT effects, which will lead to multiple transparency peaks.
In this paper, we investigate the multi-level PIT transmission based on a compact sidecoupled ring resonators (RRs) system. Dual vertical RRs are employed to obtain a transparency window which arises at the former forbidden band of the single RR structure. By rotating the dual RRs (DRRs) a certain angle, dual-peaks PIT response is obtained, since a new transmission peak will arise at a trough of the previous transparency window. Moreover, third order PIT transmission is obtained by using the triple RRs (TRRs) system. In addition to the two transmission peaks, the third peak is achieved at the other trough of the transparency window. The single, dual, and triple PIT windows in the plasmonic waveguide system are investigated by using the finite difference time domain method (FDTD) method. Therefore, this work may provide the way for the realization of nanoscale optical devices.
Analysis and Results
Usually, band-stopped spectrum can be obtained through a side-coupled-cavity MIM waveguide system, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , where the metal and insulator are silver and air, respectively. For those MIM waveguide structures, the effective refractive index n eff can be obtained from the dispersion equation of TM mode and given by [33] 
where k 0 ¼ 2= and are the wave number of light in the air and the waveguide, respectively,
is the transverse propagation constants in the air and the silver, respectively, d is the width of the waveguide, and " i and " m are the dielectric constants of air and silver, respectively. The real part Reðn eff Þ and imaginary part Imðn eff Þ of n eff determine the optical phase retardation and SPP propagation loss, respectively. Considering the structure in nano scale, we ignore Imðn eff Þ and pay more attention to Reðn eff Þ for controlling the resonance effects in the structure. Usually, the ring cavity can perform as a FP resonator, and thus, a forbidden band will be achieved. FDTD method is used to investigate its performance. By defining the coupling distance as s ¼ 15 nm, the width of the MIM bus waveguide as D ¼ 50 nm, and the width, inner radius, and outer radius of the RR1 as W 1 ¼ 50 nm, r 1 ¼ 130 nm, and R 1 ¼ 130 nm, respectively, a transmission trough at the wavelength of 1373 nm is achieved in this single RR (SRR) structure, as shown in Fig. 1(c) with blue dotted line. By adding another RR2 above the RR1 with a coupling distance of d ¼ 5 nm, destructive interference of the two resonant modes in RR1 and RR2 will arise in this DRR system, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . When the inner radius and outer radius of the RR2 are defined as r 2 ¼ 130 nm, and R 2 ¼ 130 nm, respectively, and other parameters keep no change, we can obtain the PIT transmission spectrum in Fig. 1(c) with red solid line. A transmission peak with a transmittance of ∼0.8 is achieved at the former forbidden band while two new transmission troughs arise at 1326 nm and 1470 nm, respectively. The magnetic field responses for all the peaks and troughs are provided in Fig. 1(c) , which show the details of SPPs propagations and distributions in the MIM waveguide structures. The phase shifts versus the wavelength of the SRR and DRR systems are plotted in Fig. 1(d) . Obviously, a -phase shift arises at the induced transparency window for the DRR system. Usually, the dispersion d and the time delay satisfy the condition d ¼ d =d , where is determined by the phase slop 2@=@f . In this case, the normal dispersion occurs in the transparent window, and thus, the enhanced group delay is obtained. This characteristic may be beneficial to the applications of slow light and data storage. Besides, the PIT transmission spectrum is quite sensitivity to refractive index n of the surrounded material [34] , [35] . On the basis of the DRR system in Fig. 1(b) , the refractive index of the dielectric is changed to be n ¼ 1:1. Obviously, the transmission spectrum has a large red shift by increasing n from 1.0 to 1.1, as shown in Fig. 2 . The increasing range of wavelengths for the two transmission toughs are 131.9 nm and 145.0 nm, respectively. Therefore, we can obtain the large sensitivities from the variations of the two toughs as 1319 nm/RIU and 1450 nm/RIU, respectively. As such, it is considered that the structure may be used as a nano sensor.
To find out more characteristics of the DRR system, we arrange an inclined angle for RR2, as shown in Fig. 3 . In the following, is used to denote the position of RR2, i.e. the case of ¼ 0 is the same as that of Fig. 1(b) . When SPPs are captured into RR1, there are two different coupling pathways from the left side and right side of RR1 to RR2. We can consider there will be two different resonance modes that will interact with the mode in RR2, respectively, and this mechanism may lead to two PIT peaks. By setting ¼ 30 , r 2 ¼ 122 nm, R 2 ¼ 180 nm, and keeping the other parameters unchanged, we can obtain the transmission spectrum with red solid line in Fig. 4(a) based on FDTD method. To evaluate the performances, the transmission spectrum of the DRR with ¼ 0 is still plotted by a blue dotted line, and by comparison, we can see that additional transmission peak (with transmittance of ∼0.8) arises at the former left transmission trough (with transmittance of ∼0.2 around 1326 nm). More details can be found in the magnetic field distribution of Fig. 4(a) . SPPs at the peak wavelength can pass through the MIM bus waveguide, but the ones at the trough wavelength will be stopped by the ring resonator. Meanwhile, the former center transmission peak and right transmission trough remain unchanged, i.e. the transmittances for the peak and the right trough are ∼0.8 and ∼0.3, and they still stay at the former wavelengths. Since two transmission peaks are obtained, we consider that second order PIT effect is achieved. To get insight into phase condition at the wavelength ranges of two transparency windows, the phase shift is provided in Fig. 4(b) . Similar to the result in Fig. 1(d) , normal dispersion is available in the two transparency windows. This characteristic may offer the convenience for multi-channel slow light applications.
In the following, the transmission spectra are studied by changing the inclined angle and the coupling distance d , respectively. In Fig. 5(a) , the angle is defined as 15°, 30°, and 45°, while other parameters are the same as that in Fig. 4(a) . It can be seen that dual transparency peaks with high transmittance are almost available. The left and the center transmission troughs stay at the original wavelength but the right troughs, which are at 1484 nm, 1470 nm, and 1528 nm, respectively, are changed slightly. Besides, the transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 5(b) by setting d ¼ 5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, and ¼ 30
. In this case, the wavelengths of the right transmission trough, which are 1470 nm, 1420 nm, and 1395 nm, respectively, have significantly blue shift, leading to the gradually disappearance of the right transparency window, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . This phenomenon may be attributed to coupling effect that is weakened by increasing the coupling distance. According to the results and analysis, it is known that dual transparency windows are achieved in Fig. 4(a) by using the DRR system with ¼ 30
. Actually, the right transmission trough in Fig. 4 (a) can also be eliminated through the third-order PIT effect, which can be achieved by adding the third RR on the basis of the DRR system. Fig. 6 shows the triple RR (TRR) system where RR3 is placed on another side of RR1 with an inclined angle ' and a coupling distance d 1 . In addition to the interference effect between RR1 and RR2, extra destructive interference will also occur between RR1 and RR3. By appropriately defining the parameters, the third transparency window will arise. In the following simulations, we define the inner and out radiuses as r 3 ¼ 137 nm and R 3 ¼ 180 nm, respectively, the coupling distance as d 1 ¼ 5 nm, and the inclined angle as ' ¼ 35 , while other parameters are the same as that used in Fig. 4 . The simulated transmission spectra and the magnetic field distributions for the peaks are shown in Fig. 7(a) . Comparing the results in Fig. 4(a) , an extra transmission peak is obtained at the wavelength of 1470 nm which is also the transmission trough for the DRR system. Obviously, three transparency windows with high transmittances of ∼0.8 are obtained in the proposed MIM waveguide TRR system. The magnetic field distributions demonstrate that SPPs at the three peak wavelengths can propagate through the MIM waveguide, and thus the PIT phenomena are well investigated from another aspect. The phase shifts with respect to the wavelength are shown in Fig. 7(b) . Obviously, phase shifts will emerge along with each transparency peak, and thus, steep linear normal dispersions for three windows can be used to compensate the signal for each channel without large significant attenuation.
Conclusion
The wavelength selection performance for the MIM waveguide SRR system has been investigated. Then, PIT phenomenon was obtained by using a DRR system, since a transparency window arose at the wavelength of the former band gap. Furthermore, DRR and TRR structures with inclined angles have been proposed and investigated. Multi-level PIT effects have been obtained due to the additional higher order destructive interference effects between the ring resonators. Based on the FDTD simulation method, dual and triple transparency windows with high transmittances of ∼0.8 have been achieved at the wavelengths of 1326 nm, 1373 nm, and 1470 nm, respectively. These structures could find wide applications in the photonic integration fields of sensitive sensor, optical data storage, etc.
